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On equitably approaching and joining a group of interacting humans
Vishnu K.Narayanan1, Anne Spalanzani2, Franc¸ois Pasteau3 and Marie Babel3
Abstract—In this work we introduce a low-level system that
could be employed by a social robot like a robotic wheelchair
or a humanoid, for approaching a group of interacting humans,
in order to become a part of the interaction. Taking into
account an interaction space that is created when at least two
humans interact, a meeting point can be calculated where the
robot should reach in order to equitably share space among
the interacting group. We propose a sensor-based control task
which uses the position and orientation of the humans with
respect to the sensor as inputs, to reach the said meeting
point while respecting spatial social constraints. Trials in
simulation demonstrate the convergence of the control task and
its capability as a low-level system for human-aware navigation.
I. INTRODUCTION
Social robotics and human-robot interaction is increasingly
becoming the forefront of current robotics research. Human-
aware navigation forms an important part of social robotics
where, for example, social constraints like avoiding the
personal space of humans is explicitly considered [1] [2].
This paper aims to contribute specifically in the area of
human-aware navigation, that is on meeting and joining
groups in interaction. More precisely, this work demonstrates
a control design for equitably joining groups in order to
become a part of it while respecting spatial social constraints.
The core aim of human-aware navigation is to au-
tonomously navigate and interact in a dynamic human popu-
lated environment, where social awareness is included in the
navigation decisions [3]. Most of the literature available in
this area focuses on how a robot can safely navigate around
the personal spaces of humans, in order to avoid disturbance
[3]–[5] or, in order to make room for human passing [6].
Moreover, complementary works [7]–[9] describe how a
robot should initiate a conversation with a human being,
where approach distances, gaze directions, the greeting pro-
cess etc., are analysed in order to obtain solutions. But the
key issue of how to approach humans with the intention of
initiating conversation was initially tackled by Satake et. al.
[9]. They designed a probabilistic path planning approach in
order to frontally approach a single human target by taking
into account the predicted trajectory of human target motion.
As a further step, the present work deals with the problem
of how to approach a group of humans in interaction, with
the aim of becoming a part of the group.
In this context, preliminary studies conducted by Butler
[10] indicated that an indirect pattern of approach by the
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Fig. 1. People in conversation follow specific patterns of spatial arrange-
ment. The situation of O-Space is marked with a white circle for the two
groups and it is surrounded by the p-Space in red.
robot is typically considered as the favourite, as it decreases
the threat of contact. In contrast recent studies have shown
that a frontal approach is more desirable for humans and even
more so in the case of groups [7], [9], [11]. But the problem
of designing algorithms that can be utilized by a social
robot in order to perform a frontal approach while respecting
spatial social constraints is highly non-trivial. Works by
Escobedo et. al. [12], [13] have defined an algorithm which
is able to calculate meeting points for detected interacting
groups. The said meeting point was reached by planning a
trajectory using an A∗ algorithm and Dynamic Window path
planner. In contrast, the present work illustrates a robust
sensor-based (and sensor-agnostic) control system that is
capable of reaching the optimal meeting point in a way that
is socially conventional. We also argue that the system can
be stacked onto a higher level controller for enhancing its
capabilities.
The detection/perception part of this work is derived from
the Social Filter module developed by Martinez [14]. The
module facilitates the detection and representation human
groups in interaction and can be used in conjunction with a
laser scanner, an RGB-D sensor or even a stereo camera rig.
Thus the main contribution of this work is the design
and verification of this sensor-based control system. The
problem of approaching a specific group is broken down
into two sub-tasks that have to be performed simultaneously.
A stacking of these sub-tasks is performed based on a well-
defined formalism [15] with some specific constraints that
ensures the robot follows spatial social conventions. Analysis
in simulation shows the efficiency the control system as
a low-level module for human-aware navigation in social
environments.
II. INTERACTION SPACES
A social robot such as a humanoid or a robotic wheelchair
should respect the physical space that is created when two
or more people join together to form a focused interaction.
When a standing group of people agree to sustain a single
focus of visual and cognitive attention, the resulting inter-
action is termed as a focused one [16]. Conversations are
then said to be focused interactions which can be translated
into a common shared space in the environment. In order to
detect a focused interaction in an environment where several
individuals are present, the manner in which the individuals
position and orient themselves with respect to others is the
key factor. The ideas of O-spaces and F-formations are at
the center of this solution.
As shown in Figure 1, people interacting in groups follow
some spatial arrangement patterns. This spatial arrangement
is termed as an Interaction Space. The O-space in a focused
interaction is the shared area reserved for the activity that
is established by the specific group. Only participants have
access to it, they protect it and others tend to respect it [17].
O-space varies depending on body size, posture, position and
orientation of each participant during the activity. The p-
space is the space surrounding the O-space which is used
for the placement of the participant bodies and also personal
belongings.
Now according to [18], the term F-formation is used
to designate the system of spatial-orientation arrangement
and postural behaviours that people create and maintain in
order to sustain their O-space. The shape of the F-formation
strongly depends on the number of people involved, the
relationship among them, the group attentional focus and
on relevant environmental constraints. For example when
we consider two people in conversation, six formations are
the most frequent: N-shape, Vis-a-vis, V-shape, L-shape,
C-shape and side-by-side [17] [18]. Illustrations for four
formations namely Vis-a-vis, L-Shape, C-Shape and V-Shape
are given in Figure 2 for reference.
A. Two people formations
A geometric representation of the interaction space (i.e
the O-space and p-space) for two people formations can be
extracted from the position and orientation of the humans
(say with respect to a global map or with respect to a sensor
frame). For two humans H1 and H2, the geometry of the
O-spaces and the p-spaces with respect to the ground/floor
plane is given in Figure 3 for various F-formations. H12 is
the center of the line that joins the two humans, φ1 and φ2
the orientation angles with respect to an arbitrary frame, C
is the center of the O-space and Vi is the focus point of the
interaction. The distance between the two humans is denoted
by DH . Judging the meeting point (i.e the point where a
robot should place itself in order to become a part of this
group) is fairly simple. We can see that ideally, the robot
should position itself on a specific point, within the p-space
where the line that joins H12 and Vi passes through. The
robot should also be facing the focus point of the interaction
which is Vi.
(a) Vis-a-Vis (b) L-shape (c) C-shape (d) V-shape
Fig. 2. Frequent F-formations for 2 people groups
(a) Vis-a-Vis (b) L-Shape
(c) C-Shape (d) V-shape
Fig. 3. The shape of the O-space and p-space with respect to the
ground/floor plane for the 4 frequent F-formations in 2 people interactions.
The geometrical relation between the participants is employed by the Social
Filter module in order to represent Interaction Spaces.
B. Formations with more than 2 people
In the case of formations with more than 2 people, the
O-space is represented as a circle with the focus of attention
located at the center of the circle. This phenomenon is
more obvious as number of humans in the groups increases.
With regards to calculating the meeting point, there can be
a variety of solutions depending on the number, positions
and orientations of the participating humans. For example,
one solution would be to calculate the meeting point by
considering the group as a 2 people formation with the 2
people who are farthest in terms of Euclidean distance.
A more detailed illustration on the detection of interaction
spaces and F-formations as well as on meeting point calcu-
lation, as explained earlier, is detailed further in [3], [14]. It
is not delineated in this study as it is not an objective of this
work.
C. Approaching a group
The following section (III) details the control design in
order to equitably approach and join a detected group. Taking
into account the fact that a frontal approach is the better so-
lution [9], a robot should approach a group without entering
the O-space of the interaction. Another point to consider is
that a robot should reveal its intention of imminent approach
to the group members. This can be achieved by ensuring the
fact that the robot initially faces the group and at no point
during the motion faces away from the group (i.e. the sensor
always gazes at the group). With respect to the control design
presented in this work, for example, if an assistive wheelchair
equipped with a laser scanner in the front is planning to join
a group, it is advantageous to turn the wheelchair initially
towards the group at the start of the motion and also ensure
that the front of the wheelchair, at no point during the motion,
faces away from the group. For a humanoid equipped with
an RGB-D system or a stereo rig, it is advantageous to face
the head towards the group as the humanoid moves to join
the group.
III. CONTROL SYSTEM
A. Modelling
Considering a sensor frame Fs(PS , xs, ys, zs), we assume
that the position and orientation of the detected humans
and all geometric information regarding the interactions are
available in this frame. We model the robot as a non-
holonomic unicycle-type robot, which holds for systems such
as robotic wheelchairs, while unicycle-type dynamics can
be converted to walking motions for humanoids easily as
demonstrated in [19]. Therefore we control two velocities
namely the translational velocity v and the angular velocity
ω. The robot frame is denoted by Fr(PO, xr, yr, zr). If
the sensor is rigidly fixed so that we have a translation
vector str = (w, 0,−l) between Fs and Fr, we have the
relationship between the velocity expressed in the robot
frame v = [v, 0, 0, 0, 0, ω]T and the velocity expressed in
sensor frame vs as
vs =
sWrv, (1)
with sWr representing the velocity transformation matrix
given by
sWr =
[
sRr [
str]×
sRr
03×3 sRr
]
. (2)
sRr in Eqn. (2) is the rotation matrix that models the fixed
orientation of the sensor frame relatively to the robot frame
and which is given by
sRr =
 0 −1 00 0 −1
1 0 0
 . (3)
Also, note that [str]× in Eqn. (2) represents the skew-
symmetric matrix of str.
B. Task Features
In order to approach a specific interaction in an equitable
way, we design a control task which facilitates a social
robot reach an optimal meeting point by planning a socially
acceptable spatial trajectory. Here we need to identify some
features related to the group that can be exploited to design
a control law that ensures that the robot reaches the said
meeting point. We select the xs coordinate Xh and the zs
coordinate Zh, with respect to the sensor frame, of the point
representing the focus of attention, as the two initial task
features. If the robot reaches the meeting point we observe
that Zh should reach a desired value Z∗h that depends on the
type of F-formation of the group (see Fig. 4). Whereas Xh
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Fig. 4. A unicycle-type robot with respect to an interacting group. Robot
and sensor frames along with the geometric representation of the task
features are shown.
should attain a desired value of X∗h = 0 which ensures that
the sensor is aligned towards the group focus point Vi.
But we observe that regulating the errors Zh − Z∗h and
Xh − X∗h to zero does not ensure that the robot reaches
the optimal meeting point. Therefore we introduce a new
feature Lh which is termed as the group length. In two-
people formations, Lh is the projection, on xs, of the line
segment connecting the two humans H1 and H2. In groups
with more that two people Lh is the projection, on xs, of the
line segment connecting the two farthest humans (in terms of
Euclidean distance). The feature Lh should reach a value of
L∗h = DH in two-people formations and DO (the diameter
of the O-space) in groups with more that two people.
Therefore, in order to design the control law, we create a
task e defined as
e = [Zh − Z∗h, Xh −X∗h, Lh − L∗h]T . (4)
We can see that realizing the above task (i.e. regulating
the errors Zh−Z∗h, Xh−X∗h and Lh−L∗h to zero) ensures
that the robot reaches the said meeting point. In order to
exponentially decrease the feature errors for the task e, we
can design a velocity controller as
v = −λJ+e e, (5)
where J+e represents the Moore-Penrose pseudo inverse of
the task Jacobian Je and λ denotes the control gain.
Let L = [LZh ,LXh ,LLh ]
T represent the interaction
matrix that relates the dynamics of the task features Zh,
Xh and Lh with respect to the sensor velocity screw vs
such that Lvs = e. The first two rows of the matrix L (i.e
LZh and LXh , representing the features Zh and Xh) was
determined specifically for the case of visual servoing by
[20] and [21] for controlling a robot end-effector with respect
to a 3-D image point while the third row (LLh , representing
the feature Lh) was determined by [21] for visual servoing
with respect to a line segment in the image. For the present
case, the interaction matrix L takes up a form as follows
L = [LZh ,LXh ,LLh ]
T
=
 0 0 −1 0 Xh 0−1 0 0 0 −Zh 0
A 0 B 0 −LhXh 0
 (6)
,
where A = Z1−Z2Z1Z2 and B =
(
Z1+Z2
2Z1Z2
Lh − Z1−Z2Z1Z2 Xh
)
.
Here Z1 and Z2 represent the zs coordinates of the
positions of the two humans in a two-people formation. In a
formation with more than three people, Z1 and Z2 represent
the zs coordinates of the positions of the two farthest humans
in terms of Euclidean distance.
As the robot Jacobian rJr expressed in the robot frame is
equal to
rJr =
[
1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1
]T
, (7)
we can finally define the task Jacobian Je = L sWr rJr.
C. Task Division and Stacking using Redundancy Formalism
A simple look into the controller design given in Eqn. (5)
would tell us that the the controller would be at most locally
stable and would not perform well for the majority of cases
as we regulate three features using two control variables.
In order to ensure that the system is able to converge to a
near global minima and, in addition, generate a motion that
respects social constraints, we divide the above problem into
2 separate tasks: task 1 denoted by e1 = [Zh − Z∗h, Xh −
X∗h]
T and task 2 denoted by e2 = [Lh − L∗h].
Task 1 can be intuitively seen as the robot moving forward
in order to minimize the distance with respect to the group
while simultaneously ensuring that the sensor gazes at the
group. Whereas task 2 can be seen as a motion which ensures
that the robot reaches the exact meeting point and is well
aligned in order to face the group.
Here we observe that both the tasks are of full rank
(i.e. they constrain both the DOFs of the robot). Thus it
is essential to devise a method that facilitates the regulation
of both the tasks simultaneously. Therefore we propose to
activate (and/or partially activate) task 1 at specific intervals
using an activation matrix. Consequently we can then project
task 2 onto the null space of this new task 1 which means
that task 2 can be activated (or partially activated) when
task 1 is not activated (or partially activated). The activation
matrix can be designed in such a way that the task priority is
switched between task 1 and task 2 at optimum intervals so
that the system converges to a near global minima. Moreover
we can address the following issues while designing the said
activation matrix.
1 The system should not fall into a local minima, partic-
ularly when the robot starts at a position as shown in
Figure 5.
2 The robot should move in such a manner that respects
the known social conventions described above.
3 The robot should not encroach the O-space if the
meeting point is behind the humans in interaction.
Y
X
Possible
Meeting 
PointsRobot Frame
r
r
Robot
Two-person vis-a-vis interaction
Starting robot pose
Fig. 5. A robot starting position where there is a high possibility that the
robot may encroach the O-space if it moves in order to join the group.
Thus, in order to modify the control law in Eqn. (5), the
Jacobian Je can be decomposed as
Je = [JZh ,JXh ,JLh ]
T =
LXh sWr rJrLZh sWr rJr
LLh
sWr
rJr
 (8)
.
Consequently the Jacobians for task 1 and 2 can be defined
as
J1 =
[
JZh
JXh
]
J2 = JLh .
(9)
If the activation function be denoted by H, the velocity
controller for the new task 1, which is activated at specific
intervals, can be written as
v = −λ(HJ1)+He1, (10)
where H = Diag(hZh , hXh) is a diagonal matrix that
weights the error e1 where hZh and hXh ∈ [0; 1] are the
varying weights respectively associated to the features Zh
and Xh. Such a concept of an interval that triggers the
regulation of a task was illustrated in [23] and [24] within the
domain of visual servoing for ultrasound tele-echography.
But it has to be noted that the matrix (HJ1)+H does
not remain continuous, as the rank of the matrix HJ1 may
change from zero to 2 depending on the values of hZh and
hXh . Therefore, in order to ensure a continuous control law,
the pseudo-inverse operator + is replaced by the continu-
ous pseudo-inverse operator
⊕
H which was introduced in
the framework of varying-feature-set [25]. The continuous
inversion of the Jacobian J1 activated by the weight matrix
H is given by
J
⊕
H
1 = hZh(1− hXh)
[
JZh
01×2
]+
+(1− hZh)hXh
[
01×2
JXh
]+
+hZhhXhJ
+
1 .
(11)
All the theoretical bases including the proof of continuity
of this operator are detailed in [25].
Now, task 2 can be stacked on top of this varying rank task
1 so that task 2 is projected onto the null space of the new
task 1 (i.e task 2 is activated when task 1 is not activated and
vice versa). It can be achieved using the projection operator
PH = I2−J
⊕
H
1 J1 as illustrated in [22]. According to [22],
the controller will thus take up a form as follows:
v = −λ[J
⊕
H
1 e1 −PH(J2PH)+(e2 − J2J
⊕
H
1 e1)]. (12)
But, we also observe that the expression PH(J2PH)+
in Eqn. (12) is discontinuous over the whole task space.
Therefore, this expression can be replaced by its continuous
inversion JPH
⊕
2 where J
PH
⊕
2 = ((J
T
2 )
⊕
PH )T . The inver-
sion (JT2 )
⊕
PH is computed in the same fashion as described
in Eqn. (11).
Consequently we can finally re-write the velocity con-
troller (12) as
v = −λ[J
⊕
H
1 e1 − JPH
⊕
2 (e2 − J2J
⊕
H
1 e1)]. (13)
Lastly, in order to eliminate the initially perceived failure
cases we design the weight matrix H = Diag(hZh , hXh)
and perform the task of joining a group using the following
definitions:
hZh =

0.5 + cos
(
pi
2
Zh− 23Zmin
Zmax− 23Zmin
)
if 23Zmin ≤ Zh ≤ Zmax
1 if 13Zmin < Zh <
2
3Zmin
0.5− cos
(
pi
2
Zh−Z∗h
1
3Zmin−Z∗h
)
if Z∗h ≤ Zh ≤ 13Zmin
0 otherwise
(14)
0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1
0 Z Zmin Zmin Zmaxh*
Feature value Zh
Zhh
2/31/3
Fig. 6. The evolution of hZh with respect to the feature Zh
hXh =

0.5− cos
(
pi
2
Xh−Xmin
Xmax−Xmin
)
if Xmin ≤ Xh ≤ Xmax
0 if −Xmin < Xh < Xmin
0.5− cos
(
pi
2
Xh−Xmin
Xmax−Xmin
)
if −Xmax ≤ Xh ≤ −Xmin
1 otherwise.
(15)
Figure 6 visually represents the evolution of the activation
factor hZh with respect to the parameters Zmin and Zmax.
Zmax is defined as the maximum possible positive value Zh
could obtain at a particular configuration. It can be obtained
from the estimations of Xh (Xinit) and Zh (Zinit) at the first
instant when Zh > 0. Therefore Zmax =
√
X2init + Z
2
init.
Whereas Zmin = Zmax − Z∗h. The above definition of hZh
ensures that the activation of the feature Zh is 0 as long
0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1
X minmax
hX
- +X X Xmin max
h
- +
hFeature value X
Fig. 7. The evolution of hXh with respect to the feature Xh
as Zh becomes positive. Therefore the robot performs a
motion that regulates the errors on Xh and Lh which is
essentially aligning the sensor towards the group (gazing at
the group). It can serve as a notification of approach for the
group members. As soon as Zh > 0, the control over this
feature is returned in a smooth fashion as the robot moves
forward and towards the meeting point (see Figure 6 interval
[ 13Zmin, Zmax]). Also, as the feature error Zh − Z∗h → 0,
the activation gradually decreases to zero which essentially
allows the other two features to converge to their desired
values (see Figure 6 interval [Z∗h,
1
3Zmin]).
Figure 7 represents the evolution of hXh with respect
to the intervals [Xmin, Xmax] and [−Xmin,−Xmax]. This
interval is designed as a dynamic interval which varies
proportionally with the absolute value of the error of task
2 namely |e2|. Therefore Xmin = k1|e2| and Xmax =
k2Xmin. This variation ensures that the task priority can be
switched from task 1 (when |e2| is low) to task 2 (when |e2|
is high) at optimum intervals. If |e2| is low, then the interval
[−Xmin, Xmin] is small which facilitates more regulation
over the feature Xh and when |e2| is high, then the interval
[−Xmin, Xmin] is large which facilitates more regulation
over the feature Lh. This also ensures that a local minima
is avoided and the system reaches a near global minima.
The value of the factors k1 and k2 can be tuned empirically
so that the sensor is always gazing at the group during the
motion.
The above definition of the matrix H = Diag(hZh , hXh)
solves the first two of the three issue mentioned in Section
IIIC. With respect to the third case, if the meeting point is
behind the humans which means that the humans are facing
away from the robot, the only way to solve this case is to
move the robot in open loop till the meeting point is in front
of the humans with respect to the robot (Nevertheless this is
not an issue in an two person vis-a-vis formation).
It is also evident to note that the control law is capable of
adapting to the dynamic motions of the humans within an
interaction as long as the interaction does not break.
IV. ANALYSIS
In order to verify the efficiency of the proposed control
law as a suitable low-level system which can be integrated
onto a social robot, we have devised scenarios in simulation
to assess the trajectory of the robot. We simulate a non-
holonomic type robot equipped with a laser scanner which
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Fig. 8. The feature errors Zh − Z − h∗, Xh −X∗h and Lh − L∗h for Scenario 1 (a) and Scenario 2 (b)
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Fig. 9. The evolution of activation factors hZh and hXh for Scenario 1
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Fig. 10. The evolution of activation factors hZh and hXh for Scenario 2
can detect interactions using the Social Filter module. The
simulations were carried out within the ROS platform while
the estimation of the features and the control law computa-
tion was carried out using the ViSP [26] software. The gain
λ was set at 0.5. The factors k1 and k2 can be tuned based on
the field of view (FOV) of the sensor in such a way that the
features does not leave the FOV. For the present simulations
k1 and k2 were set at at 1.5 and 2 respectively.
We present two Scenarios for analysis. The robot initially
is positioned as depicted in Figures 11(a) and 12(top) in
Scenarios 1 and 2 respectively. In the first case, the robot
is oriented away from a group of conversing humans (H1
and H2) in a V-shape interaction while it is positioned in
front of the meeting point. The second case shows a starting
configuration similar to the one presented in Fig. 5, where
there is a high possibility of the control law falling into a
local minima or encroaching the O-space. We simulate ideal
cases where no obstacles (static or dynamic) are considered
in the configuration in order to asses the performance of the
control law.
The robot was tasked with joining the group using the
proposed control scheme in both the Scenarios. The trajec-
tories taken by the robot are presented in Figures 11(b) and
12(bottom). Figure 8 shows the feature errors (Zh − Z∗h,
Xh − X∗h and Lh − L∗h) between the task features and its
HH1 2
X
Y
R
r
r
X Yr r
(a) (b)
Fig. 11. Scenario 1: The initial position of the robot with respect to the
humans H1 and H2 (a) and the trajectory taken by the robot in order to
reach the meeting point (b)
H1 2R
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Fig. 12. Scenario 2: The initial position of the robot with respect to the
humans H1 and H2 (top) and the trajectory taken by the robot in order to
reach the meeting point (bottom)
desired values both the Scenarios while Figures 9 and 10
shows the evolution of the activation factors hZh and hXh
for Scenarios 1 & 2 respectively.
In the first Scenario the robot initially turns towards and
faces the group, while regulating only Xh and Lh. This can
be observed from Figure 8(a) [Iteration 0 - 200] where Xh
rapidly converges to a low value (which is essentially the
sensor gazing at the group). As the feature Zh is activated
(see Figure 9a), it performs a natural trajectory towards the
meeting point till it finally reaches the desired point.
Whereas in the second Scenario, we see that the robot
moves in such a fashion such that it ensures the meeting
point is reached without encroaching the O-space. Instead
of moving straight, the motion is in a way that the robot
moves in front of the group with a tolerance in order to turn
towards the group meeting point. The evolution of the factor
hXh (Figure 10(b)) shows that priority is shared between
task 1 (i.e regulation of Xh) and task 2 (i.e regulation of Lh)
during the most of the motion in order to reach a near global
minima. As the feature Zh → Z∗h, the factor hZh drops
off smoothly to zero which allows the other two features to
converge to their desired values which can be observed from
the final turn in the trajectory.
V. CONCLUSION
We demonstrated a task-based control law which can
serve as a low-level system for equitably joining interacting
groups, while confirming to social conventions. The system
uses the position and orientation of the participating humans
with respect to a rigid sensor frame in order to control the
translational and rotational velocity of a non-holonomic robot
so that the robot positions itself aptly at the meeting point.
A novel algorithm is designed which ensures that the motion
adheres to social standards while ensuring that the controller
does not fall into a local minima. Analysis in simulation
illustrates the capability of the algorithm as a viable low-level
system for human-aware interaction. Obstacle avoidance is
not explicitly considered in this work since the control sys-
tem can be easily fused with a higher level controller capable
of performing the same. Future tests aim at evaluating the
system on a social robot such as a robotic wheelchair in a
real-world dynamic social environment.
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